Fernaig
ARCHAEOLOGY
There are no known archaeological
important sites within the forest.

BIRDS AND OTHER WILDLIFE
Little recorded history of wildlife due to
lack of activity on this property. The plans
for restructing will enhance the habitats
available for wildlife by increasing the
diversity within the forest.

HARVESTING
Proposing to Fell the conifer element of the
woodland in 3 stages over 15 years.
Felling coupes will extend to compartment
boundaries or natural features. All future
boundaries will follow natural features such
as watercourses and ridges; straight lines
are reduced.

EXISTING NATIVE WOODLAND AREAS
Non native species will be removed in these areas.
Areas will be enhanced using a combination
of new planting and open space to
encourage natural regeneration
ATV TRACK
ATV track to be constructed
Follow the line of the old Drovers Road

PUBLIC ACCESS
Little or no public access use at present.
There are no public rights of way on the
property.

OVERHEAD POWER LINE
Maintain current wayleave,
increase where necessary.
Re-structure to reduce the linear
nature of the wayleave

ROAD IMPROVEMENT
Improve the road to facilitate timber haulage
Widen road at Northern End for Timber stacking
Construct new turning circle
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VEHICLE ACCESS
Widen and improve current access
Inprove fields of view for lorries egressing
FERNAIG WOOD - INTRODUCTION
The property is 187 hectares of woodland
currently consisting of Sitka spruce and
mixed native broadleaves with 22 hectares
of unplanted ground on the high ground to
the SW. The forest was planted in 1981
and to date no clear felling or restocking
has taken place in the woodland. The restocking plan is to enhance the areas of
native boradleaves but retain a core
commerical conifer crop (approx. 150 ha).

DEER
Deer management will be in line with
SNH policies and the sporting rights
are currently in hand.
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